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2.

Introduction and scope
2.1 Introduction

The goal of this deliverable is to provide a more detailed view of privacy handling for a solution like the one
proposed in the M-Sec project. Use-cases defined in M-Sec include or relate to personal data, information,
or sensitive data. Although some use-cases are in the process of integration and may have minor changes,
the privacy compliance process related to each use-case is defined with use cases having to comply to GDPR,
other complying to APPI, its Japanese equivalent and finally cross-corer use cases which have to comply to
both, bringing novelty in the M-Sec architecture. This cross-border compliance has specific rules known as
supplementary rules which will be defined in this document.

2.2 Relation to other WPs and Tasks
Privacy is a major challenge for Smart-Cities and therefore is a major stake and development driver for the
M-Sec project. This document reports the GDPR and APPI compliance for the use-cases that have been
defined and executed in WP2. Thus, this compliance in the context of M-Sec goes beyond the use case with
risk management and mitigation technologies respectfully from WP3 and WP4.
Figure 1 shows the main interactions between T5.3 devoted to this report and the over tasks.
At first, WP2 is the main input source for this deliverable. It is in this work package that the use-case has
been defined, and so the requirements for privacy. By the design of the privacy regulations, use-case owners
are accountable for the compliance of these regulations and so are major stakeholders during the execution
of the project.

8

Figure 1. Task 5.3 relationships with other tasks related to privacy assessment and management

Other work-packages are involved, as WP3 and in particular, the analysis of the risks conducted within task
3.3 on which privacy officers could rely to understand the level of protection that the M-Sec architecture is
providing for the personal data. Besides, all task in WP4 participates to the protection of data, whether they
are personal or not, and provides privacy-enhancing technologies.

2.3 Methodology followed
The privacy regulation compliance assessment is carried out continuously in the project under the scope of
task 5.3 using the following steps:
-

Information to the consortium about the regulations and their status to emulate awareness about
privacy matters.
Personal data and data flow identification starting from the early definition of the use case
Privacy impact assessment support in use case was private data processing is likely to cause a high
risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons
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3. Privacy frameworks in Europe and Japan
and their adequacy
3.1 GDPR
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (EU 2016/679) came into force on May 25th, 2018 and since
have enabled European citizen to have their data protected by a strong legal framework with significant
transparency such as the informed consent, right to erasure and right to modifications.

GDPR requirements
The GDPR enumerates requirements that define so-called “privacy by design and by default” as follows:
“The protection of the rights and freedoms of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data
requires that appropriate technical and organizational measures be taken to ensure that the requirements of
this Regulation are met.
In order to be able to demonstrate compliance with this Regulation, the controller should adopt internal
policies and implement measures that meet in particular the principles of data protection by design and
data protection by default. Such measures could consist, inter alia, of:






Minimizing the processing of personal data,
Pseudonymizing personal data as soon as possible,
Transparency with regard to the functions and processing of personal data,
Enabling the data subject to monitor the data processing,
Enabling the controller to create and improve security features.

When developing, designing, selecting and using applications, services and products that are based on the
processing of personal data or process personal data to fulfil their task, producers of the products, services
and applications should be encouraged to take into account the right to data protection when developing
and designing such products, services and applications and, with due regard to the state of the art, to make
sure that controllers and processors are able to fulfil their data protection obligations. The principles of data
protection by design and by default should also be taken into consideration in the context of public tenders”.

GDPR roles and definition
Key definitions:


‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data
subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in
particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an
online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental,
economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person;
10






‘processing’ means any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or on
sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording,
organization, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by
transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction,
erasure or destruction;
‘data processor’ means a natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which
processes personal data on behalf of the controller;
‘data controller’ means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which,
alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data;
where the purposes and means of such processing are determined by Union or Member State law,
the controller or the specific criteria for its nomination may be provided for by Union or Member
State law;

In addition to these definitions, the GDPR brings a new role in the process of managing privacy: the Data
Protection Officer (DPO). Given the GDPR, the “role of the data protection officer (DPO) is to ensure that her
organization processes the personal data of its staff, customers, providers or any other individuals (also
referred to as data subjects) in compliance with the applicable data protection rules. In the EU institutions
and bodies, the applicable Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2018/1725) obliges them each to
appoint a DPO. Regulation (EU) 2016/679, which obliges some organizations in EU countries to appoint a
DPO”, is applicable since 25 May 2018. This role is defined by the following GDPR articles:




Art. 37 GDPR Designation of the data protection officer
Art. 38 GDPR Position of the data protection officer
Art. 39 GDPR Tasks of the data protection officer

The DPO is also the orchestrator of the data privacy impact assessment (DPIA) and shall ensure the following
items before signing off the DPIA and record outcomes:








whether a DPIA is needed or not
how you should the DPIA conducted, especially if it involves third parties regarding data collection
and processing
whether to outsource the DPIA or not, via consultancy
assess necessity and proportionality
identify and assess risks
which risk mitigation is necessary (minimization, etc)
DPIA is complete with all necessary sections

GDPR obligations
Main GDPR obligations and data subject’s rights:




Lawfulness of processing, Article 6 GDPR
Purpose limitation, Article 5 GDPR,
Data minimisation, Article 5 GDPR,
11

















Accuracy, Article 5 GDPR
storage minimisation, Article 5 GDPR
accountability, Article 5 GDPR
the right to be informed, Articles 13 and 14 GDPR
transparency and modalities, Article 12 GDPR
consent management, Article 7 GDPR
the right of access, Article 15 GDPR
the right to rectification, Article 16 GDPR
the right to erasure (partial or complete), Article 17 GDPR
the right to restriction of processing, Article 18 GDPR
the right to data portability (exporting and importing data), Article 20 GDPR
integrity, confidentiality and security (secure and trusted data protection), Articles 5, 25 and 32
GDPR
supervision of processor, Article 28 GDPR
records of processing activities, Article 30 GDPR
breach notification Articles 33 and 34

3.2 APPI
The Protection of Personal Information Act is the Japanese law that establishes common rules so that it
can be used for handling the personal information intends.1 The APPI was originally enacted in 2003 but was
recently amended and the amendments came into force on 30 May 2017. The APPI aims to protect
individual’s rights and interests and to create a governmental basic policy with regard to the protection of
personal information. the APPI is supplemented by rules2 prescribed by the Personal Information protection
Commission – PPC (the Japanese supervisory authority).3

APPI requirements
Acquisition and use of personal information4
A personal information handling business operator – PIHBO (corresponds to “data controller” in the GDPR)
shall, in handling personal information, specify the purpose of utilizing the personal information (hereinafter
referred to as a "utilization purpose") as explicitly as possible (APPI Article 151). At that time, it is required to
specify the purpose of use as detailed as possible. Also, it is necessary to publicize the specified purpose of
use in advance or notify the person when acquiring personal information (APPI, Article 18). The acquired
personal information must be used within the specified purpose of use. A personal information handling
business operator shall not handle personal information without obtaining in advance a principal's consent
beyond the necessary scope to achieve a specified utilization purpose, with some exceptions (APPI Article
161)

1

個人情報保護法ハンドブック https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/kojinjouhou_handbook.pdf：English version is made by the deliverable Author
https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/PPC_rules.pdf
3
個人情報保護法ハンドブック https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/kojinjouhou_handbook.pdf：English version is made by the deliverable Author
4
個人情報保護法ハンドブック https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/kojinjouhou_handbook.pdf：English version is made by the deliverable Author
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A personal information handling business operator shall, in cases where it acquires, accompanied by
concluding a contract with a principal, the principal's personal information stated in a written contract or
another document (including an electromagnetic record) or other similar cases where it acquires directly
from a principal his or her personal information stated in a written document, state a utilization purpose
explicitly to the said principal. This, however, shall not apply in cases where there is an urgent need to
protect human life, body, or fortune or, especially in cases in which it can be recognized, judging from the
acquisitional circumstances, that a utilization purpose is clear (APPI Article 182). For example, for sale of
goods, if the delivery slip asks them to describe their name, address, etc. for delivery, the use purpose is
clear and there is no need for notification and publication at the time of the acquisition.

APPI roles and definition
Scope of application
The APPI only applies to persons or entities that handle personal information in the course of their business.
For this purpose, a “business” means activities which can be conducted repeatedly for a particular purpose
and are regarded as a business under social conventions; a business can be for profit or not. A broadcasting
institution, newspaper publisher or other press organisation, professional writer, university or other
academic organisation, religious body, or political party are exempted from the obligations under the APPI in
connection with such press, professional writing, academic, and political activities respectively.
A foreign personal information handling business operator which is not otherwise subject to the APPI which
acquires personal information of data subjects in Japan for the purpose of it supplying goods or services to
those persons is subject to the APPI even if it does not handle any personal information in Japan.
Personal data Security Control Measures 5
A personal information handling business operator shall take necessary and appropriate action for the
security control of personal data including preventing the leakage, loss or damage of its handled personal
data (APPI Article 20). The measures that must be taken for the safety management of personal data are
taken according to the scale and nature of the business, the handling status of personal data, and the
personal data and in consideration of the size of the infringement of the rights and interests that the person
incurs if the personal data is leaked. It is necessary to set the necessary and appropriate content according to
the risk caused by the nature of the medium in which that is recorded.
In order to ensure the proper handling of personal data as an organization, it is important to formulate basic
policies and regulations regarding the handling of personal data. Other specific measures to be taken are as
follows.
Organizational safety control measures




development of organizational structure
operation in accordance with the rules relating to the handling of personal data
development of means to check the handling situation of personal data

5

個人情報保護法ハンドブック https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/kojinjouhou_handbook.pdf ：English version is
made by the deliverable Author
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establish a system corresponding to the cases of leakage, etc.
review of the understanding and safety control measures of handling the situation
Human safety control measures



education of employees
Physical safety control measures






control of the area handling personal data
prevention of theft of such equipment and electronic media
prevention of such leaks when carrying the electronic media
personal data deletion and equipment, disposal of such electronic media
Technical safety control measures






Access Control
identification and authentication of access
prevention, such as unauthorized access from the outside
prevention of such leaks associated with the use of the information system
Data protection officer

The AAPI does not specifically require a personal information handling business operator to appoint a data
protection officer as required by the GDPR. However, guidelines issued by the PPC and which apply to all
personal information handling business operator provide that a PIHBO must take security measures for the
handling of personal information, an example of such a security measure being 'appointment of a person in
charge of the handling of personal information and the definition of the responsibilities of the person'.
The guidelines state that whether measures are mandatory depends on the materiality of the damage which
may be suffered by data subjects in the event of a data leakage, the size and nature of the business, and the
general nature of the data handling (including the nature and volume of data handled). Some industry-sector
guidelines also provide such requirements.
Restriction on Third-Party Provision in Japan
A personal information handling business operator shall, except in some cases, not provide personal data to
a third party without obtaining in advance a principal's consent (APPI Article 23).
When having provided personal data to a third party or receiving the provision of personal data from a third
party, a personal information handling business operator shall keep a record of prescribed matter (APPI
Article 25 and 26).
Basic record items are as follows:




retention period for records principle is for 3 years (article 14 PPC Rules).
(If provided) you must record "when whose, what information, from whom".
(When provided) In addition to recording " when whose, what information, from whom " was
provided, you must also record the "acquisition history of the other party". However, there are
exceptions in consideration of the general business situation.
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If you have provided based on contracts with the applicant, the recording is an alternative OK in the
contract. A comprehensive record is OK if you provide it repeatedly (article 14 PPC Rules).
In addition to the exceptions, it does not take the recording duty in the following cases.
o
o
o

When it can be arranged by the person (for example, individual posting on SNS )
When it can be arranged if it is provided on behalf of the person (for example: bank transfer)
When it can be arranged to the person himself (for example: to family members who are
present)

Restriction on Provision to a Third Party in a Foreign Country
In providing personal data to a third party in a foreign country, a business operator handling personal
information shall comply with APPI, Article 24, in advance obtain the person's consent to approve the
provision to a third party in a foreign country, except in the case of any of the following:






the third party, have a personal information protection system, which is recognized as the
equivalent to Japan's level Protection Law Enforcement Regulations as countries (Rules Of The
Personal Information Protection Commission (3), 2018 (Hereinafter referred to as the “Rule”)): GDPR
and APPI fall under this fully manufactured product certification.
if the third party establishes a system conforming to the standards specified by the Rules as
necessary for continuously taking measures corresponding to the one that a personal information
handling operators shall take to the provision of the PIPA
Article 25 Every Paragraph if applicable to be able to organize and does not correspond to, "personal
data" (for example business card 1 copy of the sheet), etc.
Request for disclosure of retained personal data 6

A principal may demand of a personal information handling business operator disclosing retained personal
data that can identify him or herself (Article 28). A personal information handling business operator shall
strive to deal appropriately and promptly with a complaint about the handling of personal information
(Article 35).
Response when personal information is leaked 7
Businesses handling personal information are required to take measures based on "Correspondence in case
of leakage of personal data etc." (Commission declarement paragraph(1), 2017 ).
Measures to be taken when a case such as leakage of personal data is discovered







6
7

reported in the internal operators, preventing the spread of damage
investigation of the facts, investigation of cause
Identify impact area
study and implementation of measures to prevent recurrence
may be affected contact the like to the person
the facts, the publication of measures to prevent recurrence

個人情報保護法ハンドブック https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/kojinjouhou_handbook.pdf：English version is made by the deliverable Author
個人情報保護法ハンドブック https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/kojinjouhou_handbook.pdf：English version is made by the deliverable Author
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Anonymous processing information8
In order to create anonymous processed information, it is necessary to perform appropriate processing in
accordance with the standards for creating anonymous processed information established by the Personal
Information Protection Commission.(APPI, Articles 36 to 39).
Anonymized information may be transferred to a third party without the consent of the original data subject
(it no longer constitutes 'personal information'), provided that the transferor makes public both the fact of
the transfer and what types of personal information are included in it and notifies the recipient that the
information is anonymized information.
Standards for creating anonymously processed information
Standards prescribed by Rules of the Personal Information Protection Commission (Article 19) under Article
36, paragraph (1) of the Act shall be as follows





deleting descriptions which can identify a specific individual (for example delete some name)
deleting all individual identification code (for example national number, driver's license number)
deleting codes which link personal information and other information
In addition to the above, considering the nature of the differences, such as with other personal
information of the personal information and databases, to take appropriate measures
Sensitive personal information 9

APPI (Article 2 (3) and Cabinet Order, Article 2) includes as sensitive personal information (named “special
care-required personal information”): race, creed, social status, medical history, criminal record, damages
caused by crime, physical impairment, intellectual disability, mental disorder, results of medical examination
and other tests, health guidance, medical treatment/dispensing information, procedures for criminal cases
such as arrests, searches, etc. with the person as the suspect or the defendant, the case of juvenile
delinquency. Those data apply to procedures related to protection cases, "sexual life", "sexual orientation",
and "information on trade unions". To obtain sensitive personal information, in addition to specifying,
notifying, or publicizing the purpose of use, the consent of the person in advance is required, with some
exception such as cases based on laws and regulations, cases in which there is a need to protect a human
life, body or fortune, and when it is difficult to obtain a principal’s consent, etc. (APPI, Article 17).
Please note that sensitive personal information cannot be provided to third parties by opt-out.
But the prior consent of the data subject to a transfer of its personal data (including sensitive information) is
not required if the transfer:




8
9

is specifically required or authorised by any laws or regulations of Japan;
is necessary for protecting the life, health or property of an individual and consent of the data
subject is difficult to obtain;
is necessary for improving public health and sanitation, or promoting the sound upbringing of
children, and the consent of the data subject is difficult to obtain; or

個人情報保護法ハンドブック https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/kojinjouhou_handbook.pdf：English version is made by the deliverable Author
個人情報保護法ハンドブック https://www.ppc.go.jp/files/pdf/kojinjouhou_handbook.pdf：English version is made by the deliverable Author
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is required by public authorities or persons commissioned by public authorities to perform their
duties, and obtaining the prior consent of the data subject carries the risk of hindering the
performance of those duties (e.g. the disclosure is required by police investigating an unlawful act).

3.3 Mutual recognition between GDPR and APPI
The GDPR provided the recognition of foreign regulation with similar protection levels (Article 45). Such a
decision involves:





a proposal from the European Commission
an opinion of the European Data Protection Board
an approval from representatives of EU countries
the adoption of the decision by the European Commission

In this context, on January 23rd, 2019 the adequacy between GDPR and APPI with supplementary rules was
promoted10. The supplementary rules specify any gap left between the two regulations. Regarding the APPI
and the GDPR, these gaps are for example:




The fact that public authorities may access the data without user consent in some specific cases such
as law enforcement
The kind of data to be considered as sensitive, such as sexual orientation and union membership
The way to process data, such as the anonymization process that shall be irreversible
Similarities between the two regulations

Table 1 provides a view of the corresponding articles in both regulation for the core definition and principles
regarding privacy protection.
Table 1. Linkage of similar articles in both GDPR and APPI

GDPR - Europe
Personal data definition

RGPD, Article 4.1

APPI - Japan
APPI, Articles 2.1 et 2.2
Cabinet Order, Article 1

Finality principle

RGPD, Article 5.1.b)

APPI, Article 15

Update of data

RGPD, Article 5.1.d)

APPI, Article 19

Data retention

RGPD, Article 5.1.e)

APPI, Article 19

RGPD, Article 32

APPI, Article 20 + Article 21

Data security
Missions and duties
control authority

10

of

the RGPD, Articles 51 and following

APPI, Articles 40 and following +
Articles 59 and following

http://data.europa.eu/eli/dec_impl/2019/419/oj
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Differences in terms, organizations and roles
The table below this document explains briefly some differences in the approach of the two regulations
Table 2. Organizational differences between GDPR and APPI

GDPR - Europe

APPI - Japan

Purpose

To enable the free movement of personal
data within the Union while protecting
fundamental rights and freedoms of
natural persons and, in particular, their
right to the protection of personal data.

To protect the rights and interests of
individuals while ensuring due consideration
for the usefulness of personal information by
basic principles for the proper handling of
personal information.

Scope

Applies to the processing of personal data
wholly or partly by automated means, and
to the processing other than by automated
means, within the scope of Union law.

Applies to the use of a personal information
for business. The APPI has a very broad and
open concept of data processing.

Data
Controller

Means the natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or other body, which,
alone or jointly with others, determines
the purposes and means of the processing
of personal data.

APPI uses the term “business operator,”
which essentially refers to the entity
responsible for the proper handling of all
“Personal Information.” This is similar to the
concept of data controller under EU law.

Data
Processor

Means a natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or other body that
processes personal data on behalf of the
controller.

Data Processor is not defined by the APPI.
However, necessary and appropriate
supervision must be exercised by a PIHBO
over any third parties delegated to handle
personal data.

Accountability

The controller shall be responsible for and
be able to demonstrate compliance with
the principles of the processing of personal
data under the GDPR.

Accountability lies with the business
operator, which is similar to a data controller
under EU law.

Supplementary rules
The table below this document explains the supplementary rules on APPI which fill the gap between GDPR
and APPI.

Table 3. Supplementary Rules under the APPI for the Handling of Personal Data Transferred from the EU based on an
Adequacy Decision

Expanding the range of Added "sexual life", "sexual orientation", and "information on trade unions"
18

sensitive
information

personal to sensitive personal information

Expanding the range of " Personal data that is supposed to be deleted within 6 months " is also
retained personal data
retained personal data
Confirmation/record
purpose of use

of

When a Japanese corporation provides personal data in the EU based on its
adequacy, it confirms and records the acquisition process, including the
purpose of use specified when receiving the personal data.

When personal data provided from within the EU based on the adequacy
Provisions for relocation to determination is further transferred to a third country, it is necessary, in
a third country
principle, to provide information on the situation of the transfer destination
and obtain the consent of the person in advance.
Personal information provided from within the EU based on sufficiency
Anonymous
processing certification will be anonymized by deleting information such as processing
information range reduction methods, "only if it is impossible for anyone to re-identify the anonymized
individual". Considered as processing information.

Rules with no equivalent between the two regulations
Following articles in the GDPR does not have an equivalent in the Japanese regulation:






Specific dispositions for children consent in information society (GDPR, Article 8) ;
Privacy by design and privacy by default (GDPR, Article 25) ;
Privacy impact assessment (GDPR, Article 35) and prior consultation (GDPR, Article 36) ;
Data privacy officier (GDPR, Article 37 and following) ;
Code of conduct (GDPR, Article 40) ;

4.

M-Sec privacy-enhancing technologies

In this section, we describe some privacy-enhancing technologies that are used in the context of the M-Sec
project.

4.1 Assessment tools
Understanding privacy requires a good knowledge of the regulation that can be acquired by performing a
privacy risk assessment. These assessments are mandatory in cases where sensitive private data involved
facing high risks to end-users. The Privacy Impact Assessment was introduced in article 35 of the GDPR.

19

PIA is not mandatory when personal data is involved11: “A DPIA is required whenever the processing is likely
to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of individuals. A DPIA is required at least in the following
cases:




a systematic and extensive evaluation of the personal aspects of an individual, including profiling;
processing of sensitive data on a large scale;
systematic monitoring of public areas on a large scale.”

A first evaluation shall be carried out under the supervision of the DPO to understand if the PIA is required or
not, using the use case description. It is recommended that privacy impact assessments report include the
following steps:

Figure 2. Privacy impact assessment process

Some tools are available to guide architects to perform such assessments to be reviewed by DPOs. We have
reviewed the following tools:

-

https://www.cnil.fr/en/open-source-pia-software-helps-carry-out-data-protection-impactassesment
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/risk-level-tool/risk

To assist use-case owners, the CNIL’s Privacy assessment tool has been deployed by CEA and made
available12 to every partner upon examples to train on such assessment exercise.

4.1 Off-Chain blockchain
In this section, we examine the different concepts of Blockchain technology to draw the line between
personal and non-personal data and present the methodology we followed in M-Sec to comply with GDPR,
in terms of storing data related to blockchain.
As GDPR compliance is not about technology, it is about how technology is used13. Just like there is no GDPR
compliant Internet or GDPR-compliant artificial intelligence algorithm, there is no such thing as GDPRcompliant blockchain technology. There are only GDPR-compliant use cases and applications.

11

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/reform/rules-business-and-organisations/obligations/whendata-protection-impact-assessment-dpia-required_en
12
http://193.48.18.249/pia/
13
https://www.eublockchainforum.eu/reports
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In the context of Blockchain technology, it is important to examine the underlying technical concepts and
principals in terms of compliance with GDPR. Public keys serve as the kind of identifiers, as mentioned in
Recital 30 GDPR14. Blockchains rely on a two-step verification process with asymmetric encryption. Every
user holds a public key, which could be regarded as an account number, and a private key, which could be
thought of as a password that must never be shared with others. Both keys have a mathematical
relationship by virtue of which the private key can decrypt data that has been encrypted through the public
key. Public keys thus hide the identity of the individual unless they are linked to additional identifiers.
In public blockchains such as Bitcoin, practice reveals that public keys can enable the identification of a
specified natural person, since public keys may reveal a pattern of transactions with publicly known
addresses that could be used to single out an individual user' such as through transaction graph analysis.
Additionally, it is important to examine if transactional data meets the GDPR's definition of personal data
and highlight that our M-Sec approach follows the official guidelines of the European Parliament’s study:
“Blockchain and GDPR: Can distributed ledgers be squared with European data protection law?”. By the term
transactional data, we refer to other categories of data that may be used on blockchains, but which are not
public keys such as the data contained within a transaction. For these data, we follow a case-by-case analysis
to determine whether transactional data meets the GDPR's definition of personal data. For example, climatic
sensor data from outer space don’t qualify as personal data, while the name, address, or date of birth within
a transaction’s payload is clearly personal data. A cryptoasset transferred from A to B unlikely qualifies as
personal data unless where it is combined with additional information that specified the product or service
that was purchased, which could lead to identification 15 . More generally, transactional data indeed
constitutes personal data where it directly or indirectly relates to an identified or identifiable natural person.
When we use public keys and transactional data, they can be in plain text, in encrypted form, or hashed
when inserted in the blockchain:
1.Plain Text: Where they are in plain text, they are considered personal data.
2.Encryption: Where the data is encrypted, the holder of the key can still re-identify each data subject
through decryption. As a consequence, encrypted data remains personal data – at least for the holder of the
key able to identify such data. The Article 29 Working Party indeed clarified in its opinion on cloud
computing that although encryption 'may significantly contribute to the confidentiality of personal data if
implemented correctly' it does not 'render personal data irreversibly anonymous16. It has been suggested
that sufficiently well-encrypted data, where the provider has no access to the key, should not be 'personal
data', and similarly with sufficiently anonymized data17. It is clear in the case of encrypted data that the
entities having access to the private key play a significant role in determining whether these data are
personal or not.

14

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2019/634445/EPRS_STU(2019)634445_EN.pdf
Bacon J et al (2018), ‘Blockchain Demystified: A Technical and Legal Introduction to Distributed and Centralised
Ledgers’ Richmond Journal of Law and Technology 1, 62.
16
Article 29 Working Party, Opinion 05/2012 on Cloud Computing (WP 196) 01037/12/EN.
17
Kuan Hon W et al (2011), ‘Who is Responsible for ‘Personal Data’ in Cloud Computing? The Cloud of Unknowing, P.2
Queen Mary School of Law Legal Studies Research Paper No. 77, 18.
15
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3.Hash Functions: a cryptographic hash is a mathematical function that is fed an input value that is
transformed into an output value of fixed length, with the same input returning the same output and not
being possible to deduce the hash input from the hash output. It is possible to use a pseudonym, such as the
hash of an e-mail, name, social security number, knowing that it is not feasible to derive the input from the
output. However, anyone knowing the names, e-mail addresses, social security numbers, etc. can use the
same hashing algorithm (e.g. SHA256, etc.) and identify if the pseudonym-hash used is the same. Provided
that an entity has all the e-mails globally, names, etc., he can hash them using different algorithms very
quickly and get the list of hashes. As a result, the mere use of a hash function will not automatically
transform personal data into anonymous data. Hashing will often generate pseudonymous, not anonymous
data especially when the range of input values to the hash function is known and they can be replayed
through the hash function to derive the correct value for a particular record.
The hash method presented so far is called “salted hash” and is considered incapable of producing
anonymous data given that calculating the original attribute value hidden behind the result of a salted hash
function may still be possible within reasonable means. In contrast, there is a hash method called ‘’peppered
hash’’, which uses a secret key (‘the pepper’) as an additional input. This solution leads to stronger
guarantees since it is much more difficult 'for an attacker to replay the function without knowing the key and
it is such a difficult problem that could be considered impractical to solve.
Rather than storing data inside transactions of Blockchain, an alternative approach could be followed, the
Off-chain data storage. Following this approach, we store data in an external database and store in the
distributed ledger the link to these data, having several advantages from a data protection perspective.
Although this does not change the nature of data (personal data keep their nature as such), it makes it easier
to comply with GDPR requirements. The Blockchain transactions contain only information to access the data
in an external to the DLT database. It is important to highlight that off-chain storage would enable the
rectification and erasure of personal data stored off-chain in appropriate databases in light with Articles 16
and 17 GDPR.
In M-Sec Project, we follow the aforementioned approach to data related to Blockchain. No actual data is
stored within smart contracts or transactions. In contrast, all data are accessible through external data
sources (for example open access data about weather conditions) or stored in external databases and kept
off-chain and merely linked to the ledger through a hash-pointer. This way we take into consideration the
case of the “erasure of personal data” or “the right to be forgotten” since data could be erased in external
storage and the pointer no longer points to them. Additionally, where hashing is required we use “peppered
hash’’, as described above, paying special care in producing random strings to be used as part of the input of
hash functions.

4.2 Anonymization assets
Anonymization and pseudonymisation are two mitigation techniques to reduce privacy risks. Table 4 shows
that applying one of these two techniques to personal data contributes to the deidentification and thus
simplifies the obligations related to the collection and processing.
GDPR defines pseudonymisation as the “means the processing of personal data in such a manner that the
personal data can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional
information, provided that such additional information is kept separately and is subject to technical and
22

organizational measures to ensure that the personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable
natural person;”
New amendment to APPI to come into force introduces pseudonymisation to the regulation as “inability to
identify the data subject without crossing the pseudonymized data with another data.”18. It adds the
following criterions regarding the pseudonymisation19 :
Obligations relating to the data controller in the event of a pseudonymisation process, in accordance with
the rules to be established by the PPC:









Make identification impossible without crossing with other data
Ensure the security of pseudonymized data
Pseudonymisation only to achieve the set purposes (unless provided by law or regulation)
Minimization of storage times
Do not collect pseudonymized data with other data in order to re-identify people
No notification of data breaches
No principle of purpose
No rights of data subjects

This definitions in both regulation defines which obligations are due depending of the technique used
(anonymization vs. pseudonymisation). Table 4 shows such impact on the data processing and regulation
handling.
Table 4. GDPR obligations depending on the three-class of data "personal, pseudonymous or anonymous"

GDPR obligation

Identified
Data

Pseudonymous Data

Anonymous
Data

Notifying data subject about collecting data

Required

Required

Not required

Obtaining consent

Required

Required

Not required

Ability to exercise the right to erasure

Required

Not required

Not required

Ability to exercise the right to access

Required

Not required

Not required

Ability to exercise the right to data portability

Required

Required

Not required

Ability to exercise
rectification

Required

Not required

Not required

Required

Not required

Not required

the

right

Ability to exercise the right to object

18

Amendement, Articles 2.9 et 2.10)

19

(Amendement, Article 35-3)

to

data
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Presenting basis for cross-border transfer

Required

Required

Not required

Protection by design

Not met

Partially met

Partially met

Data breach notification

Required

Depends on the
method

Not required

Data retention limitation

Required

Required

Not required

Documentation obligation

Required

Required

Not required

Signing a data processing agreement with a
vendor

Required

Required

Not required

Applying the data minimization principle

Advisable

Advisable

Advisable

In the M-Sec project anonymization and pseudonymisation are employed as privacy mitigation when
possible. While it can be achieved using techniques (localization fuzzing, hashing, etc), two novel
technologies are part of the core components and described hereafter.

Privacy management tool / GANonymsier
The privacy management tool, also known as GANonymiser, is a tool that enables removing personal data
within video streams. A technical presentation of this tool is available in deliverable 4.3 “M-Sec cloud and
data-level security”.
This technology uses advanced video filters for processing raw streams from a video acquisition device. In
the case of the M-Sec project, this post-processing is made on edge, before sending data to the cloud
providing a good level of privacy. Indeed, only people having physical access to the device could access the
video stream.
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Figure 3: GANonymizer Test Results

Figure 3 shows three examples of the GANonymizer with on top the original stream and below the
processed image. We can observe that both people and vehicles have been removed from the video streams
achieving anonymization of these video records.

Secure element
The secured element presented in deliverable 4.1 “M-Sec IoT security layer” for device integrity and
deliverable 4.3 “M-Sec cloud and data-level security” for data encryption purposes can be used in some
schemes of anonymization. Indeed, the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) which specifies these components
have published a protocol for “Direct Anonymous Attestations” (DAA).
This protocol enables to masquerade the origin of signatories of data under group keys and propose a way to
verify the authenticity of the received messages. It is proposed as an anonymization technique for web
navigation by the FIDO alliance for the WebAuthn framework20. Although there are concerns21 regarding the
efficiency of this approach, some counter-measures and improvements22 are made to improve the truthiness
of the anonymization by hardening the signatures generation.

20

https://fidoalliance.org/specs/fido-v2.0-id-20180227/fido-ecdaa-algorithm-v2.0-id-20180227.html
https://paragonie.com/blog/2018/08/security-concerns-surrounding-webauthn-don-t-implement-ecdaa-yet
22
J. Camenisch, L. Chen, M. Drijvers, A. Lehmann, D. Novick and R. Urian, "One TPM to Bind Them All:
Fixing TPM 2.0 for Provably Secure Anonymous Attestation," 2017 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy
(SP), San Jose, CA, 2017
21
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Figure 4. Example of use of DAA scheme

Figure 4 shows an application case to the M-Sec project wherein first phase devices are provisioned in an
enrolment phase by group credentials. This provisioning is made by an “issuer”, in the M-Sec case it can be
the Security Manager described in deliverable 4.5 “End-to-end security”. Using asymmetric cryptography,
when devices send data, they can be identified individually by their public key. Thus, in this case, devices can
send their data anonymously to a third party, called verifier, which will check that the group key corresponds
to the issuer, the M-Sec Security Manager.

5. Compliance
regulations

of

use-cases

regarding

We provide in this chapter a detailed analysis of the privacy compliance within each use case.

5.1 Consideration of GDPR on European use cases UC1 and 2
The Use Case 1 and 2 of the M-Sec projects are deployed in Europe exclusively, and therefore only depend
on the GDPR without the supplementary rules such as described in chapter 0.

Table 5. Consideration of GDPR on UC1 and 2

Use Case

Type of data

Controller

Processor

DPO

Use Case 1 - Secured IoT
devices to enrich strolls
across smart city parks

Personal data

TST/
ATYOSAN

TST

ATYOSAN/TST
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Use Case 2 - Home
Monitoring Security System
for Ageing People

Personal data

ATYOSAN/WLI

Third party
Teleassistance

AYTOSAN/
WLI

In both Use Cases, the recommendation of the Data Protection Authorities23 to adopt an information model
by layers has been followed, to make compatible the greater demand for information introduced by the
GDPR and the concision and understanding in the way to be presented. The multi-layer information
approach consists of:



providing basic information at a first layer, in a summarized form, at the same time and by the same
means as the data are collected.
referring to the additional information at a second layer, where the rest of the information will be
presented in detail, using a more appropriate medium for its presentation and understanding.

All the information required by the GDPR can be classified under certain headings for organization and
presentation, in particular the summarised information to be presented at the first level. The following five
headings "Controller", "Purpose", "Legitimacy", "Recipients" and "Rights" should always be presented,
adding the heading "Source" only when the data are not from the data subject himself.
Finally, it is important to emphasize that the multilayer information approach is introduced with a two-fold
purpose, on the one hand, to make the task of the Controller easier when designing its procedures and
forms, and on the other hand, to ensure that interested parties obtain the most relevant information in a
fast and simplified manner, but without compromising the principles of legality, loyalty and transparency
established by the GDPR.

UC1- Secured IoT devices to enrich strolls across smart city parks

Use case description
This use case, led by TST and AYTOSAN, proposes to deploy secured devices within public spaces to collect
environmental data. These data may be for example climatic values such as temperatures, carbon dioxide
concentration, or humidity but also some devices are about to collect the occupancy of a zone by a citizen,
by monitoring the number of connected devices within a coverage radius using Bluetooth and Wi-Fi network
scanning.
All in all, the main idea behind this use case and its pilot consists in deploying these IoT devices in a wellknown park of Santander, called Las Llamas Park, located near the University of Cantabria, the football
stadium and sports and concert arena, and a couple of the most outstanding beaches in the city, as well as
close to one of the two main arteries to get into and outside the city. Therefore, as can be inferred, it can be
considered as one of the main attractions in Santander, getting lots of visits and hosting diverse events
throughout the year.

23

https://www.aepd.es/sites/default/files/2019-09/guia-modelo-clausula-informativa.pdf
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These IoT devices will measure variables significant to the wellbeing of the city’s inhabitants, such as noise or
CO2 levels and overcrowding through the sketching of heat maps. These devices benefit for security
technologies developed in WP4.
Users will find a series of QR codes scattered along with the pilot site for them to join the experience by only
providing a couple of personal details (e.g. a valid e-mail address and a password). A web application will
enable these people willing to take part in the experience to access the data submitted, providing another
layer of validation for project partners. Such activity will be encouraged via a reward system targeting the
most active users on the site.

Table 6. Fact sheet for use-case 1

Data in
encrypted
database

Personal data needed at the registry phase in the related app (e-mail + password).
Additionally, raw data generated by the sensors.

Data in
blockchain

- Results of every user in the game proposed to provide some kind of reward
- Statistically processed environment data
- Protect IoT devices by limiting the requests that can be made to know the data it collects:
using "Gas - Ethereum" I must consume a resource to reach a service, which protects devices
against repetitive attacks, for example, DoS.
It could be considered that each IoT device has a limited daily Gas that cannot exceed (=
limitation in number of requests). Also, at the end of each day, a health check could be made
of this device and its Gas to determine if it has been externally attacked or not.

Does it
involve to
process
personal
data?

Yes

Please, specify
which kind of
data

User ID (e-mail address +
password)
BT/Wi-Fi MAC addresses from
mobile phones detected
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The purpose of collecting private data in this use case is to actively involve users in the
experience the pilot aims to test, evaluating the real usefulness of the data offered by secured
IoT sensors developed within the context of M-Sec, complementary to the one already
provided by fixed signs in the park.

Data
processing

1. Identification data:
- Details: E-mail address, password
- Justification: Necessary for creating the profile and communicate when updates are
available.
- Minimization controls: No.
2. Connection Data:
- Details: Events logs (technical logs).
- Justification: Required for maintenance purposes.
- Minimization controls: No.

Data
retention

One month after the finalization of the pilot phase (there will be two pilots with a minimum
duration of 3 months).
In case, there is personal data, please add the following details:

DPO

AYTOSAN
(protecciondedatos@santander.es)/
TST

Controller

TST/AYTOSAN

Processor TST

Privacy strategy
In this use-case, the personal data which is collected by the processor enables to identify a subject in a public
space. It is considered not at high risk to privacy and therefore does not require a privacy impact
assessment.
A user is required to register to use the “Park Guide” app, and it is at the registration stage when the multilayer information model is applied. The next figure shows the app registration screen. By clicking on the link,
the first layer of basic information will be displayed, where the user will authorize data processing after
being informed on the main concepts of data protection, including:







controller: Santander city council & TST,
purpose: participation in the pilot “Secured IoT devices to enrich strolls across smart city parks”,
within the framework of M-Se project,
legitimacy: consent of the data subject and public interest mission,
recipients: no transfer of data to third parties is envisaged,
rights: access, rectification, cancellation, restriction of processing and, where appropriate,
opposition and portability of the data,
source: those provided by the participants.

Additionally, a web link that will lead to the second layer with additional information, where detailed
information will be available.
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Only when the user accepts the basic information, can he or she continue with the registration in the app,
entering the email and password, and then, make use of it.

Figure 5. Park Guide app registration screen

Finally, a joint controller agreement will be signed between Santander Municipality and TST before the
launch of the pilot.

UC2 - Home Monitoring Security System for Ageing People
Use case description
Use case 2 carried out in Santander city intends to face the main challenge of the rapid increase of the
elderly population during the past years caused by the increase of life expectancy due to medical, social, and
economic advances. Ageing people may feel isolated due to the lack of close family ties or the result of living
alone. Additionally, many ageing citizens live with a constant fear of falling or becoming unwell without
being detected or helped by others for a long time. Therefore, the consortium aims to provide a solution
that already covers some issues related to wellbeing and safety at home.
The pilot is going to focus on home activity monitoring through the use of sensors such as presence sensors,
bed occupancy sensor, window/door open sensor and smart plugs. This pilot has the aim to digitalise some
of the current analogic-based, tele-assistance service provided by the Social Services department of the
Santander City Council through a third-party operator.
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Figure 6. Connected Care Dashboard

The platform provides the following features:






Connected Care Portal Platform user Management.
Live Dashboard (alarms activated, latest activity).
Patient/User Management (user data, device assignment, alarm assignment and custom setting,
history data)
Device Management (device info, connectivity & battery feedback).
Alerts configuration (generic setting based on device/sensor type. Single Alert. Combined Alert).
Table 7. Fact sheet for Use-case 2

Data in
encrypted
database

All Personal data from users and caregivers: name, initials of last name, mail (optional),
address, phone number. Additionally raw data generated by the sensors.

Data in
blockchain

The hash of all the activity generated by a single user during one day. Why? To verify that a
dataset has not changed. If the string generated differs from the previous one, then data
has been modified.

Does it involve
to process
personal data?

Yes

Please,
specify
which
kind of
data

Name, address, email, phone number of
end users and name, email and phone
number of caregivers (optional). Data
related with home activity of the user
(door/window open sensor, motion
sensor, electricity consumed by a specific
device).
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The main purpose of collecting data is to test a digital solution of telecare that includes
multiple secure mechanisms developed within the context of M-Sec.

Data
processing

Data retention

DPO

1. Identification data:
-Details: Name, initials from the last name, email (optional), phone number, address.
-Justification: Necessary for creating the profile and communicate in case of an alert
triggered.
-Minimization controls: Last name to be pseudoanonymized with the initials, address could
not be necessary, the ID could be linked with the address storage in other systems from the
tele-assistance company.
2.- Living habits:
- Details: Raw data from sensors.
- Justification: Necessary to monitor the user.
- Minimization controls: no.
3. Status information:
- Details: Text/messages from teleoperators related to users (i.e. tried to contact the user
with no success).
- Justification: For communication with other teleoperators that covers different schedules.
- Minimization controls: No.
4. Connection Data:
- Details: Events logs (technical logs).
-Justification: Required for maintenance purposes.
- Minimization controls: No.
One month after the finalization of pilot phase (there will be two pilots with a minimum
duration of 3 months).
In case, there is personal data, please add the following details:
AYTOSAN
(protecciondedatos@santander.es)/
Third Party
Controller AYTOSAN/WLI Processor
WLI
(mariaTeleassistance
isabel.menamayor@worldline.com

Privacy strategy
For the evaluation of the need of conducting a DPIA (Data Protection Impact Assessment), the consortium
has based the criteria evaluation on the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation), Article 35 that sets out
three types of processing which always requires conducting a DPIA24.
1. Systematic and extensive profiling with significant effects: relating to natural persons which is based
on automating processing, including profiling, and on which decisions are based that produce legal
effects concerning the natural person or similarly significantly, affect the natural person.
2. Large scale use of sensitive data: Processing on large scale of special categories of data referred to in
article 9 (1) or of personal data relating to criminal convictions and offences referred to in Article 10.
3. Public Monitoring: a systematic monitoring of publically accessible area on a large scale.

24

https://gdpr.eu/article-35-impact-assessment/
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None of the above points are occurring on Use Case 2. The use case will be tested within a small group of
individuals, in total 5 end users. These users are above 65 years old but in any case are independent ageing
people.
Furthermore, we analysed the Treatment list of DPIA25. In case 2 or more points from below are positive,
DPIA is mandatory:
















25

Processing that involves profiling or the evaluation of subjects, including the collection of the
subject’s data in multiple areas of his/her life (work performance, personality, and behaviour),
covering various aspects of his/her personality or habits.--> This use case only implies the collection
of home activity data.
Processing that involves automated decision-making or that makes a significant contribution to such
decision-making, including any kind of decision that prevents data subjects from exercising a right or
accessing a product or service or forming part of a contract. This use case will not lead to any
decision-making nor make a significant contribution to such decision-making, especially because it is
only a test.
Processing that involves the observation, monitoring, supervision, geo-location, or control of the
interested party in a systematic and extensive manner, including the collection of data and metadata
via networks, applications, or in publicly accessible areas, as well as the processing of unique
identifiers that allow the identification of users of services of the information society, such as web
services, interactive TV, mobile applications, etc.  The use case involves the monitoring of the
ativity of a specific user at his residence by a serie of Home IoT devices allowing to check the
wellbeing. However, not in an systematic and extensive manner.
Processing that involves the use of special categories of data as referred to in article 9.1 of the GDPR;
data concerning criminal convictions and offences as referred to in article 10 of the GDPR, or data
that allow the financial situation or solvency to be determined, or that allow personal information in
relation to special categories of data to be determined or deduced.  No data is collected as special
category under article 9.1 from GDPR.
Processing that involves the use of biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural
person.  This use case doesn’t use biometric data.
Processing that involves the use of genetic data for any purpose  This use case doesn’t collects
generic data.
Processing that involves the use of data on a large scale. In order to determine whether processing
can be considered to be on a large scale, the criteria laid down in guide WP243, ‘Guidelines on Data
Protection Officers (DPOs)’ of the Article 29 Working Party shall be taken into account.  No large
scale of data processing. This use case only implies the participation of 5 end users.
Processing that involves the association, combination, or linking of records in databases from two or
more data-processing events with different aims or by different controllers.--> No combination of
different databases is expected.
Data processing regarding vulnerable subjects or those who are at risk of social exclusion, including
the data of persons aged under 14, older people with any kind of disability, the disabled, persons

https://www.aepd.es/sites/default/files/2019-09/listas-dpia-en-35-4.pdf
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who access social services, and the victims of gender-related violence, as well as their descendants
and persons who are in their guardianship or custody.-->. Initially, people selected is ageing people
but independently living with no disability.
Processing that involves the use of new technologies or an innovative use of consolidated
technologies, including the use of technologies on a new scale, for a new purpose, or in combination
with others, in a manner that entails new forms of data collection and usage that represents a risk to
people’s rights and freedoms. –> The platform itself (connected care) doesn’t imply a new form of
collecting data and It will not suppose any risk for users the security mechanisms integrated through
the M-Sec components.
Data processing that prevents interested parties from exercising their rights, using a service, or
executing a contract, such as for example processing where data have been compiled by a controller
distinct from the controller who is to process them, and any of the exceptions regarding the
information that ought to be provided to the interested parties under article 14.5 (b,c,d) of the
GDPR apply.--> Users are given the rights of erasure, rectification, access etc.

Therefore, data collected within Use Case 2 is related to the activity of a specific user at his/her habitual
residence (door/window opening / closing, movement, bed occupancy and electricity consumption). The
main objective is to provide to the tele-assistance company a digital system (parallel to the one analogic
used by the service provider) to test the benefits of such a solution connected with security mechanisms
provided by M-Sec. The tele-assistance company will be able to visualize on a dashboard data related with
the wellbeing of the user and in case of emergency (an alert generated i.e no movement detected for longer
than 6 hours) to take appropriate measures to verify the status of the user. In no case the data collected
pretend to make a profile of the user, simply monitor it in order to be able to attend to any alarm or
emergency generated based on these data collected by the sensors.
In no case, the participant of the pilot will be prevented from exercising his right or access to a good or
service. In the informed consent, it will be stated that participation is voluntary and at any time the user can
exercise the right to leave without causing any kind of impact on the contracted service that he/she has with
the tele-assistance company.
Finally, the Use case validates the technology developed on M-Sec applying multiple secure mechanisms on
different layers, however the use of new technologies doesn’t involve new forms of data collection and use
with risk for the rights and freedoms of people. It only provides an enhancement on the security aspect.
Fundamental principles (Controls to protect the personal rights of data subjects)


How are the data subjects informed on the processing?
o By a physical visit to explain the following concepts and to sign the informed consent:
 Information about the project and the research as well as information about who is
organizing and funding the research.
 The expected duration of the subject’s participation.
 A statement that participation is voluntary.
 A description of any benefits to the subject or to others which may reasonably be expected
from the research avoiding inappropriate expectations.
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An explanation of what will happen with the data or samples at the end of the research
period and if the data/ samples are retained or sent/sold to a third party for further
research.
Information about what will happen to the results of the research.
Information about risks.
Information the procedures adopted for ensuring data protection /confidentiality/ privacy
including duration of storage of personal data.
Contact data of the conducting research institute and/or researcher as well as the Data
Protection Officer if applicable.
A statement offering the subject the opportunity to ask questions and to withdraw at any
time from the research without consequences.
Information about:
o Right of Withdrawal or Refusal.
o Right to Rectification.
o Right to Access and of Data Portability.
o Right to Erasure.
Reinforcing the explanation of the physical visit, an informed consent will be provided in
paper format, which presents at a first layer the basic information on data protection. This
documents includes, among others, the user's interest in joining the pilot, his/her
authorization for data processing, as well as, a table summarizing the main concepts on
data protection such as who the controller(s) are (Santander City Council & WLI), what the
purpose is (participation in the pilot), legitimacy (consent of the data subject and public
interest mission), who the recipients are (no transfer of data to third parties is envisaged),
which the rights are (access, rectification, cancellation, restriction of processing and, where
appropriate, opposition and portability of the data) and also the source (those provided by
the participants and sensors). Furthermore, a link to the municipal website is included,
which refers to the additional information at a second layer, presenting the rest of the
information in detail. Finally, this informed consent will be signed by participants in the
pilot, including not only the senior citizen, but also his/her relative/caregiver/neighbour, as
well as the controller. The template of the informed consent is attached.







How can data subjects exercise their rights of access and to data portability?
o Right of access: Via common interface (Connected Care Web Responsive). For that is needed an
email in order to create the login.
o Right of data portability: Possibility of retrieving, in an easily reusable format by communicating
the request to the controller in charge.
How can data subjects exercise their rights to rectification and erasure?
o Rights for rectification & erasure: Within the informed consent, the user will be provided with an
email and phone number to request his/her right. The controller will respond to the request the
latest within one month.
How can data subjects exercise their rights to restriction and to object?
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o Rights to restriction and to object: Within the informed consent, the user will be provided with an
email and phone number to request his/her right. The controller will respond to the request the
latest within one month.
Are the obligations of the processors clearly identified and governed by a contract?
o Yes, a contract has been signed between Santander Municipality (as the one in charge of
teleassistance service) and Worldline (as the one in charge of providing the solution). Both acting
as co-controllers.
o The teleassistance company acting as data processor currently has a contract signed with
Santander Municipality. In addition, a Data Processing Agreement is been reviewed within the
framework of the M-Sec project between Santander City Council and Atenzia, the teleassistance
company.
In the case of data transfer outside the European Union, are the data adequately protected?
o No transfer outside the EU

Security Measures implemented by Connected Care (the solution to be used on Use Case 2)





Logical access control
o Strong Password requirements. Access per roles. Token expiration to reset password.
Backups
o Periodic Backups.
Network security
o HTTPS communication.
Data Minimization Principles:
o Only it will be showed data that is completely justified the purpose.

Security Measures implemented by M-Sec






Crypto Companion DataBase:
o Personal Data will be encrypted through the companion Data Base to be used as a secure asset in
the M-Sec scope. The combination of the Companion DB Module and the Crypto Module makes a
secured database, as the data will be encrypted by an asymmetric key pair.
o The Companion DB Module has a public API that can be used to save, delete and query data. It
also provides an authentication layer in order to secure the users that access the data. This
module also provides an authorization layer in order to know if the owner of the data allows an
operator or external user to see it.
M-Sec Blockchain and Middleware Services:
o To verify that a dataset has not changed.If the string generated differs from the previous one,
then data has been modified.
Eclipse Sensinact Platform and Studio:
o Provides a fine grained security mechanism to allow access to services by only authentified and
authorised entites.
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5.2 Consideration of APPI on Japanese use-case UC3
Table 8. Consideration of APPI on UC3

Use Case

Type of data

UC3-Secure and Trustworthy
Mobile Sensing Platform

No personal data identified

UC3-Secure and Trustworthy Mobile Sensing Platform
Use case description
The Secure and trustworthy mobile sensing platform use-case is about collecting environmental data using
instrumented garbage trucks. Those trucks are equipped with sensors such as temperature, humidity and
pollution but is also equipped with a camera in order to extract information from video streams. This
analysis is made on-board and only computed value are forwarded to the system using SOXFire.
Table 9. Fact sheet for Use-case 3

Data in encrypted database

Data in blockchain

Does it involves to process
personal data?

- temperature and humidity, PM2.5, acceleration sensor
- analyzed data by analytics apps including deep learning on edge computing
environment
Anonymized environmental data (to be reevaluated)

No
(this pilot is focusing platform
capabilites)

Please, specify which kind of
data

N/A

1. Garbage collection activity data
- Details: Counting data from sensors and video data
- Justification: Necessary to monitor the collection activity
- Minimization controls: no
Data Processing

Data Retention

2.Climate or geography information
- Details: Raw data from sensors
- Justification: measure the climate and geography condition
- Minimization controls: No
From the beginning of the 1st pilot, to 10 years after the corresponding
research output (e.g., a paper) is published.
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Privacy strategy
APPI is not applied because personal information is not handled. However, if there is a case where the
sensor data, etc. can be combined with other data to identify an individual due to future improvements in
UC, it is necessary to handle the data as personal information.

5.3 Consideration of GDPR and APPI on cross-border use-cases
UC4 and 5
Table 10. Consideration of GDPR and APPI on UC4 and 5

Use Case

Type of data

Controller

Processor

DPO

Use Case 4 - Secure
Affective Participatory
Sensing of City Events

Personal
information and
data

NTTDMC

Under Investigation

Under Investigation

Use Case5- Smart City
Data Marketplace with
Secure
Multi-Layer
Technologies

Personal
information and
data

NTTDMC

Under Investigation

Under Investigation

UC4- Secure Affective Participatory Sensing of City Events
Use case description
This UC4 explores the possibility of secure sharing on citizen’s affective information and information on the
city, by using “SmileCityReport” on the M-Sec platform as mobile participatory sensing, edge-(mobile)side computation for privacy protection, secure data sharing of sensed information. First from Fujisawa and
next this could be expand with Santander as a cross boarder use case.
Table 11. Fact sheet for Use-case 4

Data in encrypted
database

Photo data: (1) photographer's facial photo, (2)city event's photo
Estimated affective data: (1)smile degree of the photographer, (2)smile degree of
the photo viewer
Other sensor data: Smartphone sensor data such as (1)activity recognition, (2)light
sensors, (3)accelerometer, (4)gyroscope, (5)magnetometer etc. etc.
Location information: (3)location information of the photo venue
User profile: (1)age range, (2)gender, (3)occupation, (4)residential area
Network address: (1)IP addresses of the users
Survey answer: (1)Survey answer

Data in blockchain

Anonymized photos (no showing identity of the person).
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Does it involves to
process personal data?

Yes

Photo data: (1) photographer's facial photo
Estimated affective data: (1)smile degree of the
photographer, (2)smile degree of the photo viewer
Please,
Other sensor data: Smartphone sensor data such as
specify which
(1)activity recognition
kind of data
(1)age range, (2)gender, (3)occupation,
(4)residential area
Network address: (1)IP addresses of the users

Photo data: (1) photographer's facial photo
- Details: facial photo of photographers taken by a Smartphone camera.
- Justification: To attractive use of SmileCityReport among registered users.
- Minimization control: Preparing both 2 types (“facing” and “masking”) for each
“theme” on SmileCityReport. In case of a “masking” theme, photographer’s face
will be automatically masked and will not be opened to other users.

Data Processing

Photo data:(2)city event's photo
- Details: photo of the city venue’s scene taken by a Smartphone camera.
- Justification: To attractive use of SmileCityReport among registered users, and to
let the public SOXFire users to know the city event.
- Minimization control: Use of Ganonymizer. The photo will be processed with
Ganonymizer and possible privacy data will be erased, in best effort manner.
3.Environment data
- Details: Raw sensor data from smartphone sensors
- Justification: To attractive the APP use
- Minimization controls: No
4.User profile:
- Details: Registered profile data from users themselves, (1)age range, (2)gender,
(3)occupation, (4)residential area
- Justification: To attractive the APP use
- Minimization controls: No

Data Retention

From the beginning of the 1st pilot, to 10 years after the corresponding research
output (e.g., a paper) is published.
In case, there is personal data, please add the following details:

DPO

Under
investigation

Controller

NTTDMC

Processor

Under
investigation

Note: at the time of edition of this deliverable, the roles of DPO and Processor have not been attributed yet
and is under investigation between technical partners and use-case leaders.
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Privacy strategy
At the time of edition of this deliverable, the privacy compliance is work in progress. In the current
evaluation, the personal data present in this use-case is the picture of the user’s face with their identities.
The points listed above shall be handled in conformance of the regulation explained in chapter 2 in order to
comply with both APPI and GDPR. The following evaluation is based on the APPI compliance
Acquisition and use of personal information


purpose to identify , whether the advance publication, required to notify the person when you get
the personal information you have. For European citizen, this shall be detailed in an informed
consent to the users.

Personal data security control measures






development of organizational structure (in progress, DPO and processor still to be assigned)
operation in accordance with the rules relating to the handling of personal data
development of means to check the handling situation of personal data
establish a system corresponding to the cases of leakage, etc. (breach notification)
review of the understanding and safety control measures of handling the situation

Human safety control measures


education of employees

Physical safety control measures





control of the area handling personal data
prevention of theft of such equipment and electronic media
prevention of such leaks when carrying the electronic media such as
of personal data deletion and equipment, disposal of such electronic media

Technical safety control measures





Access Control
identification and authentication of access's
prevention, such as unauthorized access from the outside
prevention of such leaks associated with the use of the information system

Provision of personal information to third parties in Japan and overseas





In principle, if you want to provide personal data to a third party, need to obtain the prior consent of
the there is, to get before APP use.
Based on the complementary rules, if the Japanese subsidiary is provide personal data within the EU
on the basis of the certification sufficiency, including the identified purposes at the time of receiving
the offer, check the history of the acquisition, to record.
obtaining informed consent for the data overseas relocation, for GDPR and APPI are the adequacy
certification of each other, there is no need.

Supplementary rule: Expanding the range of retained personal data


"Personal data that will be deleted within 6 months" will also be retained personal data
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Request for disclosure of retained personal data
to the disclosed claims or complaints retained personal data from the person, previously to allow
appropriate disclosure and corresponding. More specifically, ① business's name, ② purpose of use,
③ billing procedures, you can answer to a query against ④ complaint destination keep Unishi.

UC5 -Smart City Data Marketplace with Secure Multi-Layer Technologies.
Building an M-Sec marketplace where data collected during field trials in each use case can be traded in both
Japan and Europe while ensuring security on all layers through blockchain and other mechanisms.
Use case description
Table 12. Fact sheet for Use-case 5

Data in
encrypted
database

Data in
blockchain

Personal data needed from users at registry phase to sell and buy in the marketplace (user
ID and e-mail address)
User profile: All the personal data should be stored here. A UID / pseudonym would also
be used here to “link” data stored in the DB with the corresponding data to the blockchain
(like an index. That’s part of the integration of the blockchain with the encrypted DB; an
ICCS-WLI task).
All the non-personal data from other use-cases blockchains with in addition related to the
transactions per se: timestamps, ids (or pseudonyms) of the ones executing the
transactions/interactions, ids of the “products” being exchanged, types of transactions and
their corresponding virtual value (e.g. points, coupons, virtual currencies, etc.). No
personal data will be included in the blockchain, but the corresponding users’ profiles will
be linked with the corresponding personal data on the encrypted DB (see previous
description on the DB).

Does it involves to process
personal data?

Yes

Please, specify which ID, Username, E-mail address, gender,
kind of data
age, nationality

1. Facial and City events Photo data
- Details: Photo data handled via
- Justification: Estimated affective data: smile degree of the photographer and viewer
- Minimization controls: anonymization

Data
Processing

2.Environment data
- Details: Raw data from smartphone sensors
- Justification: To attractive the APP use
- Minimization controls: No
3.User profile:
- Details: Registered profile data from users themselves, (1)ID (2)Username (3)E-mail
address(4)gender(5)age(6)nationality
- Justification: To identify the user of marketplace
- Minimization controls: No
4. Garbage collection activity data
- Details: Counting data from sensors and video data
- Justification: Necessary to monitor the collection activity
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- Minimization controls: no
5.Climate or geography information
- Details: Raw data from sensors
- Justification: measure the climate and geography condition
- Minimization controls: No
Data Retention

DPO

From the beginning of the 1st pilot, to 10 years after the corresponding research output
(e.g., a paper) is published.
In case, there is personal data, please add the following details:
Under
Controller
NTTDMC
Processor
Under investigation
investigation

Note: at the time of edition of this deliverable, the roles of DPO and Processor have not been attributed yet
and are under investigation between technical partners and use-case leaders.
Privacy strategy
At the time of edition of this deliverable, the information flow of data is being finalized and so the privacy
compliance process is in progress. Some aspects regarding privacy are particular to this use-case, which has
implicitly two class of users: the other use-cases users who have produced the data and the users of the
marketplace. At this stage of the definition of this use case, data from other use-cases are considered
anonymized and therefore are non-personal. Only data concerning the marketplace users are personal data.
Given the current work, to comply with both privacy regulations special points of attention will be the
anonymization method that must be compliant with PPC requirements and proven irreversible for the GDPR.
Also, there is a possibility that personal information may be handled in the UC in the future, and the matters
to be considered in that case should also be described.
Acquisition and use of personal information


purpose to identify , whether the advance publication, required to notify the person when you get
the personal information you have. For European citizen, this shall be detailed in an informed
consent to the users.

Personal data security management measures






development of organizational structure (in progress, DPO and processor still to be assigned)
operation in accordance with the rules relating to the handling of personal data
development of means to check the handling situation of personal data
establish a system corresponding to the cases of leakage, etc. (breach notification)
review of the understanding and safety management measures of handling the situation

Human safety management measures


education of employees

Physical safety control measures



management of the area handling personal data
prevention of theft of such equipment and electronic media
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prevention of such leaks when carrying the electronic media
personal data deletion and equipment, disposal of such electronic media

Technical safety management measures





Access Control
identification and authentication of access's
prevention, such as unauthorized access from the outside
prevention of such leaks associated with the use of the information system

Provision of personal information to third parties in Japan and overseas





In principle, if you want to provide personal data to a third party, need to obtain the prior consent of
the there is, to get before APP use.
Based on the complementary rules, if the Japanese subsidiary is provide personal data within the EU
on the basis of the certification sufficiency, including the identified purposes at the time of receiving
the offer, check the history of the acquisition, to record.
obtaining informed consent for the data overseas relocation, for GDPR and APPI are the adequacy
certification of each other, there is n need.

Anonymous processing information
In order to create anonymous processed information, it is necessary to perform appropriate processing in
accordance with the standards for creating anonymous processed information established by the Personal
Information Protection Committee. The process of anonymization must be irreversible and documented.
Standards for creating anonymously processed information





deleting descriptions wich can identify a specific individual (eg delete the name)
deleting all individual identification code (for example: My number, driver's license number)
deleting codes which link personal information and other information
In addition to the above, considering the nature of the differences, such as with other personal
information of the personal information and databases, to take appropriate measures

Supplementary rules



the scope of the personal data held enlargement : "Personal data that is to be erased within six
months" is also, and retained personal data
range of anonymous processing information reduction : personal information provided by the EU
based on certification sufficiency, by deleting a processing method such information, to re-identify
the "anonymous individuals impossible for any person Only when it is said, it is regarded as
anonymous processed information.

Request for disclosure of retained personal data


to the disclosed claims or complaints retained personal data from the person, previously to allow
appropriate disclosure and corresponding. Specifically, be prepared to be able to answer (1) the
name of the business operator, (2) purpose of use, (3) billing procedure, and (4) the contact for
complaints.
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6.

Conclusions

This document relates to the privacy compliance within the M-Sec project. This compliance is particular as
there are two regulations applicable: GDPR for EU citizens and APPI for Japanese citizens. At first, we have
presented the two regulations individually and then we proposed a comparison to understand the gaps that
shall be fixed in this joint project. The adequacy decision recognizing both regulations as equivalent brings
supplementary rules to be applied for the cross-border use-case.
Moreover, M-Sec architecture is composed of multi-layered securities technology with one of them being
blockchain. We have presented some assets and positioning of this architecture regarding privacy
regulations, with for example some anonymization possibilities. A discussion regarding the use of private
data along with a blockchain is also proposed. Finally, we propose a synthesis of each use case and their
status at the time of edition of this deliverable. In this synthesis, we have added the privacy strategy, if any,
which is applied to the use case.
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7.

Appendix
7.1 Appendix A: Informed consent for use-case
INFORMED CONSENT
Santander, ………………………………... 2020

Mr/Mrs. ……………………………………………………………, DECLARES:
That is interested in joining the pilot “Home Monitoring Tele-assistance for active and independent ageing
people”, within the framework of the EU-Japan M-Sec project, which Santander City council is participating
in.
That this pilot consists of digitalizing some of the functionalities of the current tele-assistance service based
on analogical technology with the aim of improving the quality of life of the elderlies or dependent users.
With this aim, several sensors listed below will be installed in their homes:
- Door/window opening sensor,
- Bed occupancy sensor,
- Motion sensor,
- Smart plug.
I hereby AUTHORIZE Santander City Council to process my data within the framework of the EU-Japan
project M-Sec and on the basis of the following information provided:
BASIC INFORMATION ON PROTECTING YOUR DATA
Co-controllers

Santander city council & WLI

Purpose

Participating in the pilot “Home Monitoring Tele-assistance for active and
independent ageing people”, within the framework of the EU-JP M-Sec
project

Legitimacy

Consent of the interested party and Mission in the Public Interest.

Recipients

There is no provision for the transfer of data to third parties.

Rights

Access, rectification, erasure, restriction of processing and, where
appropriate, objection and portability of data.
Those provided by the participants and the sensors in the framework of the
European-Japanese M-Sec project.

Source

For additional information regarding the protection of your data, please consult the following web link:
http://santander.es/ayuntamiento/proteccion-datos/informacion-adicional-proteccion-datos
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Access permission on the processing of your data (family member/caregiver/trustworthy person):
Yes, I authorize Mr/Mrs ……………………………………………………………, with telephone number ……………….
and email ……………………….. is able to access my data to monitor the pilot “Home Monitoring Teleassistance for active and independent ageing people”, within the framework of the EU-JP M-Sec
project

Signature:
Co-controller – Santander City Council

Signature:
Project participant

Signature:
Person authorised to have data access
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